
SUCE OF QUALITY

ATTN: Document Control Desk December 4, 2009
Director, Spent Fuel Project Office
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Sirs:

The purpose of this letter is to report instances in which the conditions of approval in a Certificate
of Compliance (CoC) may not have been observed during shipment. Specifically, drawing 15B008
is referenced in Source Production and Equipment Co., Inc.'s CoC for the SPEC-150,
USA/9263/B(U)-96 and it includes the QA Class, the "QA" classification. During NRC's 2008
inspection they concluded that SPEC's in office audit of the supplier's quality assurance program
was not acceptable in satisfying NRC requirements. This classification requires either an on site
audit of the shield supplier or direct examination (of the DU purity) upon delivery. SPEC-150 serial
numbers 1235 through 1314 were fabricated between the date of the 2008 inspection and the
required on site vendor audit performed 12/02/09. Therefore shipments that SPEC made in those
packages within that time frame did not meet the conditions of the package approval. These
shipments are listed in Appendix A to this report.

In addition, we have researched the history of SPEC's classification of the shield. When the shield
was classified as QA there is no indication that there was ever any intent to classify the other
components or attributes depicted on the drawing as QA. The only item depicted on drawing
15B008 that was analyzed and determined to be Class QA is the shield itself. The drawing was
meant to depict the basic shape of the shield and s-tube, the general alignment of the s-tube and
support sleeves within the shield, and the specification for the DU. The other attributes were
analyzed and determined not to be critical to the safe operation of the SPEC-150 transport package.
The shields are traceable to manufacturing, inspection and tests; the s-tube, support sleeves,
supplemental shielding pads and shield coating material are not. Corrective action has been initiated
to establish traceability to raw material for the s-tubes, support sleeves and shielding pads where
possible, and to establish a traceability procedure that will ensure traceability in the future.

There are four basic corrective / preventative action steps. SPEC performed an on-site audit of the
vendor's QA Program, specifically as it is applicable to the assembly of the shield. The basic
process for the shield assembly is as follows. SPEC supplies the vendor with s-tubes and support
sleeves that have been fabricated and inspected in accordance with internal production drawings
150008 and 150020 respectively, which are not classified as QA. SPEC marks the tube ends to
ensure that the vendor properly places the tubes and sleeves in the mold prior to casting DU shields
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around them. The DU material for each heat or lot of shields is sampled and tested by the vendor
to ensure that it meets the drawing's DU purity requirement. The vendor coats the shields with
acrylic enamel primer or paint. Conformance to drawing requirements is certified by the vendor.
Upon receipt at SPEC, the shields are inspected by SPEC's QA personnel to verify that they are
completely coated with primer or paint, they meet the weight limit,- the tube and sleeves were
properly positioned, and the shields meet the drawing dimensional requirements. A radiation survey
is performed by SPEC, and additional shielding pads are added to the shield by SPEC if required per
Note 5 of the drawing. This on-site audit, in addition to other QA controls, verify that the shields
meet the conditions of the CoC approval. The requirement for an on-site audit for category QA
components, assemblies and services was added to SPEC's supplier evaluation procedure.

Secondly, SPEC reviewed test results and procedures from our shield vendor for all shields
purchased since the NRC's 2008 inspection in order to ensure that they meet the drawing
requirements, and that subsequent shipments will meet the conditions of the NRC packaging
approval. We were able to confirm that the shield vendor had sufficient QA controls in place to meet
the drawing requirements, specifically that the DU material is at least 99% pure.

Third, we determined that there were no safety consequences or implications, the shields meet the
requirements of their intended use. They continue to provide the required level of radiation
protection. This is verified through the performance of three separate in depth radiation surveys
performed by SPEC QA personnel prior to first use, and by radiation surveys performed by SPEC
shipping personnel prior to each shipment of radioactive material. The purpose of the gamma shield
is to reduce external radiation doses to levels acceptable for transport. Per NUREG/CR-6407,
"Classification of Transportation Packaging and Dry Spent Fuel Storage Systems":

"Lead, depleted uranium, and various steels have been used in the past for gamma radiation
shielding. The presence and effectiveness of the shielding is subject to required testing
during fabrication of the packaging. The shielding usually performs no other function than
shielding and its presence is sufficient to satisfy its function. The shielding is usually
enclosed by an outer shell and, as a solid, is not subject to removal during normal conditions
of transport. Under many accident conditions, the shielding remains in place and still
performs the intended function."

This is the case with the SPEC-150 shield. It is composed of a depleted uranium shield poured
around an s-tube and support sleeves. The presence and effectiveness of the shielding is verified by
radiation survey on site at SPEC's facilities. Traceability of the materials of construction for the s-
tube, support sleeves, and shielding pads is immaterial to the ability of the package to meet normal
or accidental conditions of transport. The shield is enclosed by a welded housing, and cannot be
removed during normal conditions of transport. The shielding remained in place and performed the
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intended function after hypothetical (and actual) accident conditions.

Our fourth corrective / preventative action was to request that NRC allow SPEC to either remove
the QA classification from the drawing, or allow SPEC to change the classification to QB. The
above excerpted statement from NUREG/CR-6407 is contained within the guidance for classifying
package components, and for classifying gamma shielding in a Packaging for Type B (Special Form)
Shipments. There are also several similar industrial radiography transport packages certified for use
that do not depict a QA classification on the drawings that describe the conditions of use.
Furthermore, these drawings do not even specify the required purity for the DU. If approved to do
the sarrie by NRC, we will revise our QA system accordingly.

Please do not hesitate to contact me for additional information, my phone number is 504-464-9471,
and my email is kelley@spec1 50.com.

Sincerely,

Kelley Richardt
Regulatory and Quality Manager

cc via email: Mr. Earl Love, NRC Transportation and Storage Safety Inspector

Enclosure: Appendix A, List of shipments including date, quantity and serial numbers.



ATE CURIES (R192 SPEC-150
01/21/09 149 150#1235
1/23/09 50 150#1236
1/23/09 50 1.50#1237
2/09/09 120 150#1238

02/13/09 105 150#1239
02/13/09 105 150#1241
02/16/09 147 150#1242
09/03/09 150 150#1242
02/16/09 147 150#1243
09/08/09 150 150#1243
02/19/09 147 150#1244
09/18/09 147 150#1244
02/19/09 147 150#1245
09/08/09 150 150#1245
02/23/09 100 150#1246
03/05/09 85 150#1247
03/05/09 126 150#1248
03/06/09 150 150#1249
03/20/09 145 150#1250
03/20/09 145 150#1251
10/05/09 100 150#1251
08/20/09 55 150#1252
08/21/09 53 150#1253
08/12/09 150 150#1257
09/08/09 134 150#1258
10/10/09 80 150#1258
0/02/09 102 150#1259
105/0/09 49 150#1260

042/01 57 150#1261
082/9 120 150#1262
052/9 107 150#1263
051/9 78 150#1264
052/9 58 150#1265
052/9 58 150#1266
062/01 90 150#1267
052/9 106 150#1268
060909 103 150#1269
090/9 102 150#1269
06100 107 150#1270
06050 101 150#1271

100/01 101 150#1274
100/9 101 150#1275
070/9 100 150#1276
070/9 100 150#1277
07019 100 150#1278
071409 92 150#1280
0/001 100 150#1281
0/001 100 150#1282
082009 100 150#1283
082/9 104 150#1284
082/9 120 150#1285
090/9 100 150#1288
1/201 60 150#1289
1/201 60 150#1290
1/201 100 150#1291



09/23/09 146 150#1292
10/21/09 126 150#1293
11/19/09 106 150#1295
09/16/09 70 150#1296
09/16/09 70 150#1297
10/12/09 100 150#1298
10/27/09 103 150#1299
10/29/09 103 150#1300
11/13/09 108 150#1301
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